Scanning database health is the kind of task that is always a low priority, despite IBM’s recommendations. Although checks can prevent costly system downtime, they require time and an effort to find the correct command, the checks IBM recommends, and how to fix problems. So in most cases the checks are postponed, partially performed, or simply ignored.

Why take risks? ClearCheck will watch over the ClearCase database for you

ClearCheck is a plug-in for ClearCase that runs automatic daily checks to ensure the database is valid and no errors are accumulating in the system. It performs all the tests and checks recommended by IBM, and then produces a report with clear indication of problems and suggestions how to solve them.

ClearCheck Advantages

- Prevents costly downtime through daily health checks
- Runs IBM recommended checks and tests
- Reports problems clearly and suggests solutions
- Interfaces with existing infrastructure
- Easy to customize checks for any work environment

ClearCheck supports Window and UNIX/ Linux and does not disrupt normal work, as it works when the database is online.

The plug-in was tested and approved by IBM Innovation Labs